
Sign up on the Members’ Area of the Treaty 
website: www.kitselastreaty.ca

Follow us on Facebook: 
@KitselasTreaty 

Save the Date: Next Treaty Information 
Session - Wednesday, March 31, 2023
 

Treaty Information Session 
February 22, 2023 - 6:30 pm
Today’s meeting will begin shortly. While you’re 
waiting: 
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Enforcement of Kitselas Laws
February 22, 2023
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Welcome & 
Gyigyiinwa̱xł (Prayer)
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1. Welcome
2. Opening Prayer
3. Overview: Why Treaty?
4. Timeline to Treaty
5. Treaty Office Update
6. Negotiation Update
7. Enforcement of Kitselas Laws
8. Q&A
9. Gift Card Draws

Agenda
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While you wait…

Install the new Kitselas 
Treaty 
Communications App. 

Get help now from 
the Treaty Team!

Kitselas Treaty Communications App
Treaty Information at Your Fingertips

What is it?
It's a simple, free tool to access Treaty 
information on your mobile device (cell phone 
or tablet).

How does it work?
1. Download the app
2. Create an account
3. Use App for Treaty information, latest 

updates, upcoming events, etc.
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While you wait…

Would you like to share a 
recipe for the community 
cookbook? 

We have recipe cards 
that you can fill out here 
or drop off tonight or at 
the Treaty Office.

Enter for a chance to 
win a gift card!
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Overview: Why Treaty?
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● Long-overdue recognition that Kitselas People 
‘welcomed’ Europeans….

● Acceptance of Kitselas inherent pre-contact rights 
that continue today 

● Canada, BC & Kitselas agreement to:
○ Recognize Kitselas land title & rights
○ Return to self-government; co-existence of Crown & 

Kitselas Laws
○ Unlock economic development opportunities
○ Ensure a true sharing of prosperity
○ Build a new nation-to-nation
○ Government to government relationship
○ Revitalize Indigenous languages & cultures

● In short, reconciliation!

What Are Treaties?
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1. Land 
2. Cash
3. Legal authority (law-making) 
4. Freedom from Indian Act 
5. Certainty 

What Does Treaty Give Kitselas?
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● Who we are
● Kitselas Bill of Rights
● Citizenship
● The way we choose to govern ourselves
● Relationship between Government, 

people & land
● Our elected leadership – Kitselas 

Legislation
● Powers & limitations of Kitselas 

Government & Administration

Our Kitselas Constitution Sets Out:
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● Reconciliation 
● Constitutional protection 
● Clarity & certainty 
● Reduced conflict 
● Economic development 
● Expanded Kitselas roles in 

conservation & stewardship

What Other Benefits Would 
Kitselas Get From Ratifying 
a Treaty?
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Estimated Timeline to TreatyTreaty Process & Timeline
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Negotiation 
Update
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Treaty 
Office 
Update
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● If you live in a Kitselas community, you’re 
probably aware that enforcement of many BC / 
Canada laws on Indian Reserves (IRs) is weak

● BC & Canada argue about who is responsible & 
who will pay for enforcement

● Treaty will fix this…

● Enforcement of Kitselas Laws by RCMP & 
courts has proven even more difficult, if not 
impossible—true for all Canadian First Nations

● Treaty is going to change this for Kitselas

Introduction
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● Long before Europeans arrived & imposed 
laws & enforcement based on protection of 
individual private property, Kitselas had 
sophisticated laws & a holistic justice system.
○ Based on teachings of harmony & respect 

for nature & stories of consequence

● Treaty will give us to tools to both create & 
enforce our Kitselas Laws. 

● Need right systems, processes & authorities

● And don’t want to ‘reinvent the wheel’ either… 

Kitselas’ Justice System
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Laws 101
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A legal system always includes: 

1. Laws passed by governments, like Kitselas, under 
some authority (the Constitution or another law)

2. In Canada, a law must then have someone to police 
it with power to issue a ticket or fine, or arrest a 
person and potentially send them to jail.  

3. A court review or hearing to determine guilt or 
innocence & order appropriate actions

4. System to ensure Court’s rulings are respected 
(e.g. fines are collected, cease & desist orders are 
respected, a person goes to jail, etc.)

In general, the legal system works for Canadians.

Legal System Components
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● Ability to enforce laws is essential for all 
governments.

● Enforcement requires Kitselas get certainty about 4 
aspects:

1. Authority to create Kitselas Laws (now or after 
Treaty)

2. “Policing” to monitor compliance with law
3. Access to a Court to review & rule
4. System to enforce court order (e.g. collect fine)

● Tonight focuses on challenges of enforcing Kitselas 
Laws, not enforcement of BC / Canada laws on 
Indian Reserves (a separate concern)

Kitselas: A Self-Governing Nation
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1 - Kitselas Law-Making
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Kitselas Law-Making
● Kitselas has long had ability or legal authority to 

make some laws to govern ourselves

● Under Indian Act, we can create bylaws to 
address offences in a certain areas; these laws 
only apply on our Indian Reserves 

● Over the last few decades, Canada created 
(legal) space for First Nations to pass laws in new 
areas, such as Land Codes

○ For example, we are working on Kitselas 
Election Code, which you’ll hear more about 
later this year
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Kitselas Laws
● Kitselas, like other progressive First Nations, 

has passed various Kitselas Laws restoring 
rights of self-governance & control in various 
areas

● Examples: 
○ Kitselas Membership Code in 1982
○ Kitselas Family Property Law in 2009
○ Financial Administration Law in 2012
○ Kitselas Reserve Land Management Act 

(Land Code) in 2016
● Each removed Kitselas from control of 

sections of Indian Act
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Law-Making After Treaty
● With Treaty, Kitselas will gain law-making authority 

over a wide variety of new areas 
● Kitselas Laws apply on ~40,000 hectares of Treaty 

Settlement Lands, not just ~1,000 hectares of 
current Indian Reserves

● Authority to create laws probably simplest part
● Key question: How will we enforce our laws?
● BC & Canada have police forces, prosecutor & 

courts to ensure laws are policed and enforced & 
court orders like fines are followed

● Treaty First Nations like Kitselas are still learning 
about mechanics & costs of enforcing our laws..
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2. Policing
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Policing
● The next part of any law system is a police force 

that responds to complaints & monitors that laws 
are being followed (RCMP, DFO, Bylaw, etc.)

● It is now well-established that police should enforce 
Canada & BC laws everywhere, including First 
Nations lands in BC; however, this has its own 
issues at times

● The notion that police should also enforce First 
Nations laws or bylaws is much more challenging 
to date

● Treaty clarifies Canada/BC’s responsibility to do so
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Policing Options

● Kitselas must choose between using existing police 
forces or creating our own police force
○ Option exists now, not just a Treaty issue
○ Several First Nations near Mount Currie 

combined to create Stl'atl'imx Tribal Police 
Service

○ Also more common in east, with larger First 
Nations

● Biggest part of policing is not issuing fines or going 
to court; it’s about educating people on laws & 
providing warnings to encourage compliance
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Policing Options (Continued)
● Option of creating our own police force would 

require Kitselas follow same procedure as any city 
or municipality, including costs of police training 

● Biggest challenge is high operational cost in serving 
~220 community members
○ Policing is 24/7/365 with a minimum of 2 officers 

per shift
● BC provides no-cost policing (RCMP) for population 

<5,000, including Kitselas after Treaty
● Currently, a Legal Working Group (1 of 4) of 

lawyers from Canada, BC, & First Nations, including 
Kitselas, are negotiating how to expand policing 
services to include policing of Kitselas Laws
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Police Training & Enforcement Funding
● Kitselas will be responsible to train police officers on:

○ what Kitselas Laws are
○ what an offence is under a Kitselas Law
○ what to do about breach (ticket, arrest somebody, 

etc.)

● Kitselas can also opt to create (mandatory) cultural 
training for all police officers

● Treaty provide some funding & training (Kitselas 
Conservation Officers, Bylaw Enforcement Officers, 
Peace Officers, Kitselas Guardians, etc.)

● Alternatively, we can negotiate services from existing 
enforcement organization like DFO
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3. Courts
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Protection through Courts
● Same pattern of non-protection of Indian 

Reserves—limited access to courts for 
administration of justice

● Canadian Constitution assigns responsibility for 
Indians to Canada; but Section 92 gives many 
powers to the provinces that also impact Indians 

● For example, while there is a federal court system 
& Supreme Court of Canada, Section 92(14) of 
Canada’s Constitution Act assigns majority of court 
responsibility to provinces

● Nothing in Canada’s Constitution excludes people 
living anywhere in BC, including Indian Reserves, 
from BC’s obligation to provide legal protection, 
including access to BC Courts—it’s just policy…
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Two Types of Courts

● After Treaty, Kitselas will need to develop or 
gain access to two different types of courts:

1. An Administrative Tribunal to appeal or 
review any decision or action of Kitselas 
Administration to ensure that decisions follow 
core Kitselas values (e.g., fair, impartial, 
consistent ) and any program requirements

● Everything Kitselas does must also comply with 
the Kitselas Constitution & rights 
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Two Type of Courts (Con’t) 

2. Court system to consider violations of 
Kitselas Laws & civil claims, and issue 
corrective actions, such as fines, cease & 
desist orders, or jail in certain circumstances

● Kitselas already has authority to create own 
court system under Kitselas Reserve Land 
Management Act (Land Code) for some areas. 
○ Kitslelas is simply too small for standalone 

Kitselas Court to enforce Kitselas Laws
○ We could explore working with other Treaty 

Nations to establish a joint First Nations 
courtroom, but this is highly complicated

● Treaty also allows Kitselas to take on legal 
authorities as it needs over time.
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A Better Alternative

● For enforcement of Kitsleas Laws, as well as 
civil suits (e.g. between individuals, not involving 
Kitselas Government), a better option would be 
to gain access to existing BC court system 

○ Same court system that BC’s cities / 
municipalities like Terrace use now

○ Could easily meet our legal needs
● Under Treaty, we will always have the option of 

establishing a Kitselas Court to hear cases of 
specific nature (e.g., a Kitselas Family Court).  
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A Better Alternative (Continued)

● Currently, a second Legal Working Group is 
negotiating access to BC Courts for enforcement 
of our Laws

● High expectations that Treaty First Nations will 
soon be able to use BC Courts & its 
long-established system of appeals, even up to 
Supreme Court of Canada to enforce Kitselas 
Laws

● This is a significant Treaty breakthrough &  
improvement of legal administration for Kitselas
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Appointment of Judges & Adjudicators

● Kitselas Administrative Tribunal or a future Kitselas 
Court must address selection & appointment of 
judge(s) or adjudicator(s)

○ Key difference is qualifications of judges (lawyers) 
verses adjudicators

● Judge/Adjudicator completely independent after 
appointment, so pretty important we get it right…

● Kitselas must determine standards required.
For example:

○ legal / law experience or qualifications
○ familiarity with First Nations laws, cultures, 

traditions
○ Perhaps short intensive training course for 

applicants required for appointment
36
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3. Fines & Court Orders
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Fines & Court Orders
● Once a court has made a ruling of guilt or innocence, 

usually some action is required such as collection of 
fines (not everyone pays…)

● Currently, (court) fines owed to First Nations have to go 
to the Supreme Court of BC for collection
○ Time-consuming and expensive for First Nations

● In contrast, cities like Terrace, can simply file Debt 
Certificates (basically confirmation of a fine) with BC 
provincial court office & it becomes a court judgment for 
payment

● Another Legal Working group is working out how First 
Nations debt certificates could use existing system, 
allowing full weight of our governments debt collection 
to occur  
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Fines & Court Orders
● BC/Canada good at collecting money owed using tools like:

○ adding amounts to a property tax bill 
○ refusing to renew driver’s licence until fine paid
○ garnishing wages
○ refusing to renew passports, redirecting tax refunds
○ other non-cash solutions like enforcing evictions or 

cancelling business licences
● Just like policing & courts, Kitselas does not want to 

establish our own system for collecting fines or debts

● Kitselas is seeking access to BC’s existing collection system 
for fines for violating Kitselas Laws

● This Legal Working Group is making solid progress 
towards this goal: another Treaty breakthrough!
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● Under Treaty, we’ll create many new Kitselas Laws 
essential for self-government & self-determination 

● But, we must also fine ways to police & enforce
● Not realistic or practical for a single BC First Nation 

to build Legal infrastructure needed
○ Huge costs to create parallel policing, 

courtroom, or fine collection systems 
● Current challenges related to First Nations law 

enforcement not restricted to a single issue; many 
are long-term systemic challenges

In Conclusion,
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● With four Working Groups, we are mapping out 
best path forward, including systems & processes 
to police (RCMP), adjudicate (courts), & enforce 
court rulings (i.e. collect fines) and Kitselas Laws

● And, since necessary legal tools & systems 
already exist, we don’t have to reinvent the 
wheel— just gain access so we can use them too!

● All parties optimistic that agreement is close, as 
we approach ‘Handshake’ later this year & 
community vote(s) in fall 2024

Conclusion (con’t)
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Questions &
Comments?
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Request a 
Home Visit

Email 
treaty.engagement@kitselas.com

Learn more at 
kitselastreaty.ca/homevisits 

Meet at your house or 
the Treaty Office.

 
One $50 Gift Card will be 

offered for each home visit.
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Tonight’s Draws
Two $50 gift cards!

Please put names of all Kitselas Citizens 
participating on Zoom tonight in the chat to be 
entered to win!
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Tonight’s Draws
Three $25 gift card draws for youth 

www.kitselastreaty.ca/youth
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Thank You

Save these dates:

March 29 Treaty Information Session: Final Fish Offer

March 29-30 Kitselas First Nation Career Expo & Forum
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